
Challenge: 
The owner of Mystical Treatsss, in Hellertown, PA, 
wrote and asked us to make something unique for 
their new ice cream shop. They requested we 
construct a custom piece; one that was right out of a 
fairy tale story. A piece that would delight children, 
and make them want to visit again and again.  

Solution:
Upon request, our team crafted a glittery unicorn 
bench, made with realistic features. From its twisted 
horn to its lustrous tail, the entire body is a glittery 
white, sparkling for all to see. We used smart-crete, 
glass fiber reinforced concrete (GFRC), to create a 
beautiful piece of furniture for everyone to enjoy. The 
material is fire resistant and low maintenance, making 
it an ideal choice for any setting.
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• Custom crafted a unique bench to fit into
their fantasy theme

• Used environmentally friendly materials
that will last through the seasons

• Specially designed piece for children,
meeting all safety standards
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Result: 
The result is a beautiful, custom unicorn bench 
that fits in with the whimsical theme set by the ice 
cream parlor. Every child can enjoy their nitrogen 
ice cream while sitting upon a unicorn, surrounded 
by a fantasy world filled with all of the other 
mythical creatures in the shop.

Next Step: 
Are you looking for a unique piece for your 
themed setting? Let The 4 Kids help. When it 
comes to designing custom play equipment that 
works for your project, our team is ready. From 
CAD drawings to scale models, we work with you 
to make your dream a reality. 
Contact Us—the initial consultation is free.

For more information on the animal sculpture 
created for this project, please click on the link 
below:

Unicorn Bench
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